In 2KC this term the children have been
working on Instruction writing in their
literacy lessons. First they read or
listened to instructions to make animal
faces, then they gave instructions to
each other to make different animal
faces.

In 2NBu this term
the children have
been looking at wild
weather. As part of
the work they made
solar ovens from
pizza boxes and rain
gauge from a bottle

As part of the work
in Literacy and the
adventure and mystery unit 3HI have
had mystery boxes
appearing in the
classroom. The
pupils have been
putting together a
list of suspects and
working to try and
solve the mystery

In 3JBu the pupils
have been exploring countries in
the commonwealth as part of
the commonwealth day. They made headdresses, flags
and explored the
dancing. They have
also been exploring
floating and sinking in
science
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We had fantastic fun on red
nose day! What an excellent
selfie from some of the
pupils in 2SBu.
Thank you for all your
contributions.

In 3KBo as part of commonwealth day the
pupils looked at the country of Cyprus and
had a Greek Meze. They tried some
different food such as olives, halloumi
cheese and even
squid! They also learnt
some of the language
and listened to music
from Cyprus.

In 3JR in science they have been exploring
solids, liquids and gases. They have been
looking at separating solids from liquids.
Here the pupils are separating sugar and
water.

As part of World
book day this year
we chose two of
Oliver Jeffer’s
books. The primary department
explored his story
lost and found and
the secondary
looked at his book
Stuck.

The pupils in 3TC have been busy this term in DT
making hand puppets. They have worked hard to
design them first and then sew their puppets
together. In horticulture they have been
exploring flowers and making flower
arrangements.

2SBu had a visit from the
Gruffalo as part of world
book day! The pupils really
enjoyed meeting the
Gruffalo and exploring his
terrible teeth and purple
spikes!

The pupils enjoyed
using the different
areas around the
school. We set up a
sensory space in the
hall with different
scenes from lost and
found and the
library was set up
with a scene from
stuck. The pupils
really enjoyed exploring what had got
stuck in our tree!

